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Headteacher’s News 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents and Carers 

Welcome to our first full Newsletter of the Year! It has been wonderful to see children back 
in school and new children joining and settling really well and managing their learning. They 
continue to be inspirational and we all learn so much from them. 

We held a wonderful Harvest Celebration at St John’s Church and it was lovely to see so 
many families there and to be able to all be together in the same space again. We saw all 
the children using their voices and communication aids and enjoying and performing so 
well. At the same time we celebrated World Mental Health Day with many wearing yellow to 
highlight the importance of everyone’s mental health. We also remembered others and 
raised a fantastic amount for Macmillan Cancer Research with our cake sale. Thank you to 
all who contributed. We will be developing our work on Mental Health over the coming year 
alongside our support for Community initiatives and fundraising. 

 We have started our School Council and look forward to the decisions the Council members 

will make and we have held Black History Month where we have particularly looked at ex-

amining diversity through indigenous cultures; their art, food, costumes, folk song/tales, 
and their links to world history. There have been some amazing art works created and some 
fantastic music to join with, create and listen to. 

This half term we have welcomed Stella, our new Speech and Language Therapist and 
teachers Jeffrey, Emily and new teacher Mary who will be joining us after half term. We wel-
come them to Bedelsford. We have said goodbye to TA’s Sarah and to Zoe who are moving 
on to pastures new and we wish them every success in the future 

I hope you all have a very happy half term and look forward to seeing you all at Parents’ 
Evening, one of our Parent Workshops or Christmas Shows that will be happening over the 
next half term 

 

Julia James 
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EYFS & Primary Department 

 

We have had a busy and fun Autumn 1 Term. The pupils enjoyed coming together to raise money for 

Macmillan at our cake sale and we collected a huge amount of money, £560.00!! The children had 

made some lovely cakes and enjoyed sampling them too. Everyone in the Primary Department en-

joyed the African drumming workshop and the children followed the rhythms and patterns the work-

shop leader made – they especially liked it when the rhythms got faster and louder! 

We all celebrated Mental Health Awareness Day by dressing in yellow clothing and it brightened eve-

ryone’s day to see the whole school looking so cheery and sunny. This coincided with our whole 

school Harvest Festival celebrations which was so well attended by parents and families and where 

the children were absolutely brilliant at performing their different      celebration of Autumn and Har-

vest. We had songs about fruits and vegetables, and some beautiful and creative resources that the 

children had made. The festival was closed by a fabulous performance by the samba band and the 

song Harvest Samba, which everybody joined in with and danced and signed along. 

We hope you enjoy a peaceful and happy Autumn break this half term and look forward to seeing 

 everyone back in  Autumn 2. 

 

Becky 
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Meerkats News 
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In the new academic year in Meerkats class we have lots of news: the children returning to school after the Summer 
holidays, new children starting their first year in school, new friends (children and adults) to meet. What a busy and 
fun Autumn One we had! It has been great to see how well everyone has settled in. 
We have been learning about our topic “My community: People that help us in school”, learning about our nurses, 
therapists and people in the class that support us every day in our learning in school. We have also learnt about  
Autumn and the weather, exploring leaves and rain. We prepared for our performance in the Harvest Festival with 
the song “Autumn leaves are falling down”, where the children in Meerkats did a great job using the rakes to rake the 
leaves. 
We are looking forward to seeing all the Meerkat children in the coming months building stronger relationships with 

their friends, getting more confident around school and having loads of fun! 
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Lemurs News 
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Lemurs Class have had a wonderful first half term. It started by learning about Lemurs and what it means to be a 
member of Lemurs class. We created some wonderful collages of Lemurs for our class display. Lemurs have built 
on and made new friendships, through activities such as, Physibods, Massage stories, parachute games and during 
free flow activities with Meerkat Class. Lemurs have been exploring the local area and looking out for signs of      
Autumn, experiencing the bright warm sun on their faces and finding a variety of leaves in different shapes and    
sizes. In class they have created beautiful Autumn leaf prints and explored the smells and textures of pumpkins.  



Elephants News 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A lot of us have been new to Elephant Class this year and we have been enjoying getting to know each other and 
building new relationships. Our topic this term is stories and we have all enjoyed engaging in different sensory    
stories across the half term. Stories have included ‘The Three Little Pigs’, ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’ and 
some topical stories such as ‘Leaf Man’ for Autumn and some stories about Harvest and Halloween. We have been 
working closely with our friends in Giraffe Class and have enjoyed art sessions together and even performed      
together for the Harvest Festival in the Church. As well as these activities we continue to enjoy trips into the      
community to the park and the shops and our attention sessions led by Laura from SALT. We have also enjoyed 
exploring different light sources in our science sessions and have been working hard in phonics focussing on     
identifying different sounds in the environment.  
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Giraffes News 
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Giraffes have had a busy half term. We have had lots of fun getting to know our friends in class. We 

have worked hard in our phonics lessons and have all developed our knowledge of number. All of      

Giraffes have really enjoyed exploring our topic of light in science. 

We hope you all have a good half term. 
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Hippos News 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cognition and Learning 

We have been very busy in Hippos this term, we made a sticky gloopy texture in science for our sensory bags and in 

maths we had action songs and a role play with food and edible money: developing our adding and taking away skills 

as we bought yummy biscuits from the ‘bakers shop’.   We also made ‘faces’ pizza with gluten free bread slices and 

vegetables in our cooking lesson and Halloween cakes. 

We also experienced using a ‘compass’ and the concept of cardinal points.   
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Communication 

We explored light and colour through our story ‘A colour of his Own’  https://youtu.be/Y8rab-HcTN0 and ‘When   
Darkness Came’.  In English we experienced letters and sounds, through our ‘Concept Cat and Little Wandle        
sessions.  We also continued to use our communication aids to express our wants and needs.   

Social Emotional and Mental Health 

For PSHE we celebrated our birthdays through counting, singing and sharing birthday bubbles and we had our     
Harvest Assembly at St John’s Church. We also had an African drumming workshop and began going out into the 
community with friends in Quartz class.  Wishing a happy and restorative half term.  
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Zebras News 
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During this term, Zebra Class students have been building relationships with their classmates and staff in class by 

engaging in different pair and group activities. Pupils have been learning how to be a good friend and how to    

interact appropriately with each other, through pair and group activities, in order to support their social skills’     

development.  They have also explored different stories for different subjects, as it is the topic for this Autumn 

term. 

 

Weekly PE and swimming sessions have been taking part in order to continue developing students’ physical skills. 

Also, they have started to attend to “in-person” Assemblies every Friday in the hall. 

 

Zebra class has celebrated important festivities this term, such as: International Day of Peace, Autumn Solstice, 

McMillian’s Coffee Morning, Harvest Festival and Black History Month by engaging with other friends from other 

classes after a very long time. 

 
All the students have worked very hard this term, well done little Zebras. 
   
Have a fantastic half term. 



Lions News 
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The start to our new school year has been full of fun learning activities in Lion Class. We have focused our learning 

around our topic of “Books” and, as well as reading “Jack and the Beanstalk” and “The Hare and the Tortoise” and 

suggesting alternative endings to the stories, we have been sharing our favourite books with our friends. We are able 

to describe what our favourite book is about, the names of the main characters in the book and what the story is about 

before reading it to our friends and we have made a lovely class display of us reading our favourite books. We have 

been learning about our world and how we can protect it for the future. This has included us adopting an Elephant 

through the World Wildlife Fund - we voted for the animal we would most like to protect - and we are awaiting our   

welcome pack and our regular updates on how our Elephant is being kept safe in Africa. In addition to protecting     

endangered species, we have also been learning about what we can do everyday to help our planet - this includes 

recycling our waste and saving energy and water. Lion Class have been enjoying using the outdoors to enhance their 

learning and we have been on an Autumn walk of awareness where we hunted for natural objects and observed the 

changes in the seasons. All pupils have worked very hard this half term on their English and Maths and we have     

enjoyed helping one another during games which promote our skills in these subjects. We all thought it very funny 

looking at photos of one another when we were younger in our history activities and guessing who was who when   

pupils were shown   photos of the staff when they were much younger. We are looking forward to continuing our focus 

on books as we move in to Autumn 2 and will be choosing an Aesop’s fable each week.  

Wishing you a lovely half term break from us all in Lion Class 
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Secondary & 6th Form Department 

 

What a busy start to the Autumn Term.  After lots of moving around during the Summer some of our pupils       
returned to new classrooms.  They all seemed very pleased to be back after the Summer break and ready to start 
working on new challenges. 

 

We welcomed some new pupils to the Secondary Department and they have settled well and have made some 
new friends.   

 

Key Stage 3 & 4 pupils have continued with their ASDAN accreditation and new pupils have enjoyed joining in the 
activities.  There are now regular trips out into the community which has enabled staff to evidence work in real   
setting, whilst enjoying the freedom of exploring the local area.   

 

We have continued our weekly swim at Hurst Pool for seven students who are working towards an accredited 
swimming award with our new PE teacher Emily.   

 

6
th
 Form have taken on the role of weekly shopping for the new catering team.  They go out weekly and purchase 

alternative desserts for pupils – dairy free, gluten free, egg free, no Soya etc.  We have had fun reading the labels 
and working out what each item contains.  This has helped the pupils work towards their English and Maths      
targets in real settings.  We have also continued our weekly work experience at Spelthorne Farm.  Some of the 
jobs have included picking fruit and vegetables and we were very surprised when we were asked to pick 
‘cucamelons’.  We all guessed what they would look like and were shocked when we saw how small they are.   

 

6
th
 Form have been collecting coats and school uniform that no longer fits pupils and preparing it for another child.   

This has started to grow and we now have a stock of coats and uniform, if anyone would to look at what is on offer 
please contact Amy Brushaber (class teacher Phoenix).  At the recent Harvest Festival Celebration in Church 6

th
 

Form pupils helped to make drinks for our guests. 

 

As part of the ‘Moving On’ project we have attended two careers options.  The first one was at Harlequins in 
Twickenham where providers were able to meet and discuss with parents and pupils what the next move would be 
on leaving Bedelsford School.  There was an opportunity to find out about clubs which are on offer in the          
evenings / weekends and during the holidays.   The second evening was hosted by Dysart School and was a 
smaller setting and offered to any pupil in year 9-14.   

 

I hope you have a lovely half term break. 

 

Denise Heffernan 
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Quartz News 
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Over the course of the half term, Quartz class has been actively involved in becoming aware of new and old 
friends, along with exploring our family. We have taken the time and continue to explore what are special friends 
and describing different things they do that makes us happy or sad. Together we have experienced several     
different types of stories, including the use of story massage and sensory story, as well as focused attention and 
listening. One of our big achievements is our increased use of eye gaze across the class.  We are eye gaze stars! 
In Maths we love messy maths which involves a lot of independent exploring and musical Maths which can be 
very quick or very slow. It has been a super busy half term and we cannot wait to explore more relationship 
themes next half term.  
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Sapphire News 
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Cognition and Learning 

We have been working hard in Sapphires this term.  We explored what happens when light is blocked in science, 

counting our numbers and learning shapes, symbols such as additions and subtraction in maths. 

  

Communication 

We explored the tale of ‘Anansi and The Magic Stick’ using the message and power of thinking to solve         
problems. The children were all engaged and appreciated the trickster in Anansi the spider and were able to   
communicate in a variety of ways through picture matching, objects of reference, verbal and signing. 
 
Physical and Sensory 

We celebrated Black History looking at indigenous cultures such as Ghana and Egypt looking at the traditional 

wear ‘Kente’ and the Pyramids. We had fun exploring different artists on the continent, in America and famous 

athletes that made outstanding contributions through sports such as Marcus Rashford and Usain Bolt.  

 

Social Emotional and Mental Health 

For PSHE we celebrated every success big or small in the lesson with lots of celebration and awards in star of 

the week.  We had our Harvest Assembly at St John’s Church. We also had an African drumming workshop that 
was a great opportunity to use music to explore different cultures on the continent. 

Wishing you all a happy and restorative half term. 
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Rubies News 
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Rubies class have been working together to take part in group sessions. Our favourite activity has been the 

‘Mermaid Dance Massage’. We have been working towards individual learning intentions, using switches and 

completing work box tasks.  

We have enjoyed messy work as part of our daily learning and have engaged with music and movement as part 

of our sensory integration and wellbeing. 

Rubies have participated in weekly community visits focused on goals for our ASDAN accreditations and      

community inclusion. 



Emeralds News 
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This half term we have been focusing on our key text which is ‘The Birth of a Rainbow’. We have adapted it into a 

sensory story and a massage story which the children have loved. We have been exploring different smells, 

sounds and textures linked to different colours such as the smell of a sweet green mango and the feel of a baby 

tiger’s fur.  

We have also been exploring our new classroom and getting to know our new friends. The children have been   

engaging in small group play and parallel play to help develop friendships. We have also started our ASDAN work 

towards our accreditation with a focus on Relationships.  

We went to the church for Harvest and performed our wonderful Autumn time poem for the whole school as well as 

being lucky enough to listen to the performances from other classes.  

In DT we have been looking at different types of fruits and what they look like when fresh, frozen and in different 

stages.  

Have a wonderful half term break  



Diamond News 
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We welcomed all pupils in our new classroom, with more space and differentiated areas to support formal and   

semi-formal learners. All students settled well and have made good progress working on their individual learning 

intentions. The KS3 and KS4 students have continued their ASDAN accreditation. Diamond pupils participated in 

whole school activities such as Harvest Festival, drum workshop, School Council elections, Macmillan cake sale 

and school assemblies. This term we also resumed swimming in school and off site, as well as the therapies       

programmes. We would like to highlight the amazing work developed by all students supported by the Speech and 

Language Team, Communication and Mental Health staff during the two weekly differentiated sessions of “Zones of 

Regulation”. 

During this term, we participated in Liquid Vibrations project, by taking part in music sessions to explore, experiment 

and record sounds related to water/sea while accessing a wide range of music instruments and technology.   

Wishing you a lovely half term break  

Diamond class team 
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6th Form Phoenix News 
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We have had a fantastic half term in Phoenix Class.  We are getting to know new friends and jumping right into    
projects.  Our project this term is partnering with KCAH (Kingston Churches Action for Homelessness) and doing a 
coat collection.  We have been collecting gently used coats from our school community to then rehome to others in 
our school community.  Whatever is left of our coats will benefit the homeless shelter this Winter.  We are also using 
our funds from the Summer Fun Day to purchase things the shelter desperately need to help their clients.  We are 
still collecting coats, along with gently used school uniform to reuse and recycle as well.  If you need any uniform, 
please let us know and we will do what we can to accommodate sizes and items.  We are working on being healthy 
in a variety of ways.  We have been moving our bodies in different ways and stretching to help us to be healthy.  We 
are also cooking different vegetables each week and experiencing them in our own ways.  Another highlight for us 
was having Alison Mitchell come to visit.  She is the author of a biography of Queen Elizabeth.  She spoke to us 
about writing and the process of it which will help us in the writing of our own autobiographies.  It has been a fantastic 

beginning to the year and we look forward to next half term. 



6th Form Eagles News 
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Duke of Edinburgh Award: 
Eagles Class have continued working towards our Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Awards 
this half term. It has been wonderful to see how much of their skills our students have 
retained from the Summer as we carry on working towards playing some matches 
against each other (hopefully this will be happening in December). We have seen 
some fantastic penalties and some great passing, with our students starting to show 
an increasing amount of ball control as well as accurate passing and shooting. 

Trinity Art Award: 
We have finished our clay sculptures. It has been wonderful to see the variety that 
our students have produced - from chocolate bars to bananas, with teddy bears and 
Maroon 5 heart as well. These have been decorated as well, and we hope to be able 
to send them home once we have submitted our portfolios to the Trinity Art scheme. 
Well done everyone who made a  sculpture, they look fantastic! 

African Drumming Workshop: 
We had the opportunity to join an African drumming and dance workshop as part of Black 
History Month. Our students enjoyed being able to engage with different types of music, 
and having the opportunity to work with other classes. 

Enterprise: 
Teas in the Trees café has continued, with all the Secondary classes visiting us again. We 
have enjoyed welcoming the new students in Secondary to our café, and meeting all the 
new classes. We have begun serving homemade fresh-baked cakes, which has made our 
customers very happy. 
We have also continued with Busy Birds Bakery, selling some cakes in the café and      
others around school. The oven is back in action, and we have sold our in-demand brown-
ies and flapjacks once again. Next term, we plan to roll this out to families with an option to 
place orders from home. Christmas products will be available. 

Spelthorne Farm: 
Two more of our student have had a chance to visit the farm this half term. They have been 
able to get involved with caring for the animals and plants, including the art of guinea pig 
fishing! 

Work Experience: 
We have started to help the kitchen by sending students out to the Tesco in New Malden to 
buy whatever they can’t order. So far this has involved lots of yoghurt and free-from items, 
and our students have needed to use their Maths skills to check how much we need and 
how much we’re spending. This will be carrying on throughout the year and we’re looking 
forward to helping the kitchen out. 

Accreditations: 
We have begun our new English and Maths accreditations this half term, 
and we have already made great progress. Our students have practiced 
writing shopping lists, goodbye cards, and setting places for lunch. Next 
half term we will try to write a story. Our Work Skills this term is about 
mini-Enterprise projects, we have identified products that we will try to 
make and sell to staff (and families) and have already  begun making 
some Christmas photo frames. We have also begun working on ways to 
care for clothes. We have practiced starting the washing machines, 
hanging clothes on hangers, and finding places to dry our clothes in and 
around our class. 



 

 
Music Therapy Research at Bedelsford School: 

  
Therapeutic relationships in psychodynamic music therapy with clients with complex 

needs 
 

A Participatory Action Research Project. 
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There will be a research project taking place at school between January 2022 and June 2023. 

Tara Roman, one of the school music therapists is a PhD research student at the University of 

Roehampton and she will be inviting children, young people and family members to take part. 

The project aims to work with children, young people and their families to find out what is     

important about music therapy for the children and young people and how music therapy helps 

them. This will be of benefit to the children, young people and their families taking part in the      

research and also other children, young people and their families in the future. It will be an   

opportunity for children, young people and their family members to have their say and use their 

knowledge and experiences to increase our understanding about some of the ways music   

therapy can support children and young people at our school. There will be no pressure to take 

part in the research project and participants can stop at any stage without giving a reason. 
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WISHING YOU ALL A VERY HAPPY HALF TERM  

FROM THE STAFF & PUPILS AT  

BEDELSFORD SCHOOL 

The Library moved to a new space in September.  It provides a calm environment for 1:1 sessions and 

small groups. The reading scheme books are easily accessible and the book stands display books relat-

ing to termly topics and national celebrations.  It also houses sensory stories and an abundance of fiction 

and non-fictions books. 

School Library 


